
CIRCLE TIME for
EMOTIONAL LITERACY 

Sue Roffey • 1 74170 388 3
Circle Time and the principles on which it is based provide a powerful 
framework for developing social, emotional and behavioural skills 
that are the foundation for emotionally literate relationships. This 
book covers a working defi nition of emotional literacy, how to 
maximise the success of Circle Time in your class and ways to 
address common problems that can occur. The activities promote 
listening and attention skills, raise self-awareness and self-esteem 
and focus on class cohesion, empathy, co-operation and a sense 
of belonging. 
SA3883 $49.95

Creative Circle Time Lessons for 
the Early Years (CD-ROM x 2)
Yvonne Weatherhead • 1 74170 876 1
This creative book uses music, song, poetry to 
engage children in Circle Time Activities. There 
are four strands in the book which are linked 
to the Social Skills curriculum: Self esteem, 
Relationships, Communications, Spiritual and 
Moral Development. These strands are developed 
through the 26 themes from ‘Adorable’ bear to 
‘Zig Zag’ bear with a weekly introduction of a new 

rhythm to accompany the poem. The DVD contains all 26 poems and songs, 
recited or sung by the children. The DVD also includes printable posters 
and positive thought sheets.
SA8761 • $55.95

Magic Circles: Self-Esteem for 
Everyone in Circle Time, 2nd 
Edition (with CD-ROM)
Murray White • 1 74170 874 5
Provides both the theoretical underpinnings and 
practical advice you need to help raise self-esteem 
through Circle Time. The resource also includes a 
60 minute audio CD to introduce guided imagery 
to help build self-esteem. The book provides 
exciting activities to use in Circle Time to develop 
a sense of: security, identity, belonging, purpose, 

competence, and well-being. The ability to communicate well, take sensible 
risks, make wise decisions, be fl exible, deal with confl ict and stress, solve 
problems and get along with others are all enhanced by this experience.
SA8745 • $55.95

“Inspiring both in terms of ideas and as a philosophy of learning and living”

“ This has provided practical ideas that I feel confi dent about introducing 
to my class”

“It has a wealth of uses that I am eager to try” 

“Practical solutions to serious problems and things I can do immediately” 

“Fantastic – this is what kids and teachers need”

The Circle Time Framework and Getting
Circle Time Going in Your Class

The chapter describes what happens in a circle session and the specific processes that maximize

effectiveness. There are also suggestions for: getting Circle Time going with a class – working on

the basic rules and philosophy; what to do when students struggle with expectations and do not

conform to the rules; adaptations for children with additional needs and/or language difficulties;

and sensitive situations.

The Circle Format

The importance of having everyone sitting in a Circle is both symbolic and practical. A Circle
symbolizes inclusion. It brings people into a whole, where each person is important. In a Circle,
no one is isolated or left out. A circle symbolizes connection. There are evident links between
everyone – it encourages wholeness rather than fragmentation.

A Circle symbolizes equality. Everyone is at the same level and has the same right to participate.
Everyone has the same responsibility to the others in the circle. The boundary between teacher
and students is weakened, as the expectations are that the facilitators are also participants and
must abide by the same rules.

When people sit in a circle each individual can see everyone else. This makes it easier to hear
what someone is saying. You can see what they are communicating by non-verbal means. No one
is looking at someone else’s back and there is nothing between the speaker and listener. Because
no one is hidden there is limited opportunity to speak behind someone’s back. Disrespectful
behaviour such as making negative comments or gestures is less likely to occur. If they do
happen it becomes obvious to everyone in the  circle.

In a Circle it is easier to focus attention on what is happening – distractions are less possible and less
powerful. Sitting in a circle together with the Circle Time framework reduces domination of
discussion by a small number of people. This both encourages participation from everyone and
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Variations

(For the following you do not put your hands behind your back when you have had a turn.)

� When you drop a ball you play with a ‘forfeit’, for example, with one hand only then down on one knee.

You can ‘regain’ this loss with a subsequent catch so the aim is for others to help you out and get you back

on your feet again.

� With music: the aim is to not be holding the ball when the music stops.

� Add a second or third ball.

This needs good attention skills. The game begins with someone putting both hands up on their head as ‘bunny

ears’, waggling their fingers. The person on their right puts up their left hand as an ear; the person on their left

puts up their right hand. The middle person ‘passes the bunny’ by calling out the name of another person in

the circle and pointing at them with both their hands. This person becomes the ‘bunny’ with those on either

side also putting up the nearest hand. This is a great game for concentration, especially for those on either side

of the bunny. Continue until everyone has had a turn. When you have had a turn you sit on your hands (on

your bunny ears). You can play this as a ‘silent’ game without names too.

A student volunteers to be the train conductor. They go up to someone in the circle and say: ‘What’s your

name?’ This person says their name, e.g. ‘Wayne’ and the conductor repeats it and then says ‘come on board,

Wayne’. Wayne then goes to the front of the train and approaches another in the Circle, asking: ‘What’s your

name?’. He repeats the name, the ‘conductor’ behind him repeats the name and says ‘come on board … ’.

This game continues with each successive person coming onto the front of the train. As names are said they

have to go down the line until they reach the ‘conductor’ at the back who welcomes them ‘on board’. When

the last person has been picked up the conductor says: ‘Everybody off the train’, and everyone goes back to

a chair in the circle. Students can lift their arms up and down or make train noises as they go around the circle

‘picking up passengers’ to add to the energy. The facilitator should be ‘picked up’ last.

(This is a good game for a class who know one another well.)

One person is blindfolded in the middle. The leader indicates someone in the Circle who says ‘Good morning

Captain’. If the person in the middle can identify who it is they say ‘Good morning’ (and their name). They

then become the ‘Captain’. If the person in the middle cannot do this the first time the person says again

3 � THE BASICS
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For more information visit: 

www.hbe.com.au
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08-223-12

Circle Time Full Day Workshop Presented 
by Sue Roffey

•  introduce the philosophy and principles 
underpinning Circles

•  give participants the opportunity to experience 
a range of Circle activities and learn how to 
run a Circle Time session

•  outline research on maximising the 
effectiveness of Circle Time

•  report on what teachers and students say 
about the differences it makes

•  give opportunities to ask questions and 
explore issues

•  give guidance on getting Circle Time started in 
your class 

• provide information on resources

Dr Sue Roffey is the author of many publications on behaviour in schools. She works with 
schools on aspects of relational values, emotional literacy and the development of caring 
communities. She is the author of Circle Time for Emotional Literacy.

Qty Title Code Price
Circle Time for Emotional Literacy SA3883 $49.95

Creative Circle Time Lessons for the Early Years (CD-ROM x 2) SA8761 $55.95

Magic Circles: Self-Esteem for Everyone in Circle Time, 2nd Edition (with CD-ROM) SA8745 $55.95

TOTAL (plus freight) $

Workshops on Circle Time

Circle Time:
•  is not just a program: it is a 

democratic and respectful 
pedagogy to develop social/
emotional skills and a positive 
class ethos.

•  also builds resilience and 
mental health.

•  promotes empathy, reduces 
bullying and fosters belonging.

•  focuses on both the refl ective 
and the fun in learning.

•  is an ideal way to meet 
expectations in the Values for 
Australian Schools and Safe 
Schools frameworks.

INVOICE
❍  Please invoice school/institution (of� cial purchase order must be supplied)

Purchase order number:  ______________________________________________

CREDIT CARD   
❍ School/organisation credit card   ❍ Personal credit card

❍ Visa   ❍ Mastercard   ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)

Card number:  

Amount: $ ________  Expiry date: _____   CVV: _____  

Signature:  ___________________________________________________________

CHEQUE   
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings 
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

Name of School .........................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................

..........................................  State ....................P/Code .............................

Country  .....................................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400

Website: www.hbe.com.au | Email: orders@hbe.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars 

($NZD) so that you can pay by credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website 

<www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the fi rst few 
pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged 
returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on approval.  Please be 
aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within 
Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!

If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, 
you can now order online and pay using that account.

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP

 VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au

QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au




